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“The future is the physical web and video. The physical web is a subset
of the Internet of Things.
“The digital sector is becoming all-encompassing, so we are seeing
interesting developments in everything from the rise of drones, to
wearable workforce tracking technology, to autonomous cars to
augmented and virtual reality, to machine-to-machine healthcare
delivery, to live-streaming video (e.g. Periscope), alternative project
funding models (e.g. Kickstarter, Patreon) and telepresence robots.”

“We are also seeing more and more apps based on web pages (rather
than windows or mac) which is a great thing allowing for more
connected systems right down to rapid growth of the ‘the Internet of
Things’ which is slowly gaining traction.”

We’re working with Google on a couple of different beacons, which will
take off where QR codes and near field communication (NFC) have not.
The simplest way to explain them is like a digital QR code, a little tag or
‘beacon’ that broadcasts a URL; so as someone walks past a shop that
has a beacon, it can show an advert on your mobile or give you a link.
What it actually does is join the real world to the digital world. You can
also set up beacons in stores in a network; to create a sort of mini GPS
network in store; so as you walk up to rack of clothing it can show you
information on that product, or push a video to you - the online mobile
experience is aligned with the offline world. From a search point of
view, it allows us to show search results based on beacons that are
nearby; so if you’re in a town and you want to know which shops sell a
particular item, the beacons will help you find it.”

“Agile on the Beach now is a very highly regarded conference which
brings not only people to Cornwall, but most importantly the cutting
edge of knowledge development.”

“Leading the pack is Facebook, who are relentlessly building in their
competitors strengths within their own product. Payment integration
and the drive of platforms to host content and lower links out will see
interesting moves to sell products direct to consumers on the platforms
themselves.”

“Lots of developments are exciting, lots are unsettling. Regulators may
not be able to keep up with developments. Security and privacy will
become even more important than they are today.”

“Globally: Amazon, Google, DJI, Facebook (with Oculus Rift). Nationally:
… it seems disproportionately London-focused, apart from the cluster
of hardcore tech companies around Cambridge (e.g. Arm) and digital
media companies in Bristol (e.g. Aardman). The electronics cluster
around Torbay looks interesting. Locally: Headforwards, Headcastlab,
Antimatter Games, Made Open, FoAM Kernow, fffunction, Hootvox,
Firetext…”

“Raspberry Pi circuit boards are produced in Wales; there’s no reason
why the next thing couldn’t be made in Cornwall.”

“Software Cornwall are working hard to establish a community of
digital engineering organisations to help represent the sector and drive
forward investment in a new generation of digital engineering in the
county.”

“The benefits of high fibre reach is attracting an increasing number of
people to the area, either to work for themselves, remotely, or for the
growing businesses in Cornwall.”
“Cornwall is developing some ground-breaking expertise in clean-tech,
digital animation, games and digital craft.”
“There are some really amazing e-health and Internet of Things
products emerging at the moment, renewables tech companies and
games start-ups are starting to gain traction too. There are some real
hidden gems, who operate globally and virtually from Cornwall.”
“We’ve got a great video production community in Cornwall – the likes
of Pixel Rain, Studio Wallop and Dogbite are producing really good,
world class stuff… we’re really lucky to have these resources in
Cornwall.”






“From our perspective it is all about Digital Health… basically a patient
focused approach that will drive cost benefits into the NHS and improve
patient outcomes and choice.”

“Much of cloud technology development utilises high end web skills, so
the focus on improving skills in this area is really paying off for us”.






“Both onsite installs and remote support has proved amazingly costcompetitive globally and with the expertise from staff far exceeding
some companies local to those customers, it has proved very beneficial
to all.”
”Robotics and the introduction of them into special needs has played a
great part in understanding and adapting to different needs.”







“The future is all to do with skills. If we can train more people, then
those people will be the attraction to help grow, build and inwardly
invest more business in Cornwall. More customers and businesses will
then focus on Cornwall as being the honey pot where we have lots of
talent.”
“Cornwall had always been a leader in quality engineering and with
strengthened foundations in skills, infrastructure and business
investment the digital engineering sector could really explode in the
county.”
“Cornwall offers an environment where entrepreneurs are welcomed,
nurtured (e.g. in the innovation centres) and encouraged… where we
have a world-class broadband infrastructure, a culture of relaxed,
creativity and experimentation, a natural tendency towards
collaboration and ideas-sharing (since everyone knows everyone else),
and a gorgeous landscape and seascape to provide inspiration.”

perfect environment to test out the technologies and innovative new
business practices. Many of these are now the norm, nationally and
internationally and Cornwall needs to continue to push the boundaries
to remain relevant.”

“Cornwall’s technology sector needs a narrator, someone to document
and bring together what’s going on and show how exciting and
appealing the scene is.”
“People and a connected Community - working together we are able to
achieve so much more than individually.”
“Money and to not be frightened of failure – if you fail fast and praise
failure, you can achieve more, more quickly… it’s understanding failure
as part of the development process.”

“Cornwall needs to be careful it doesn’t find itself irrelevant. Our
advantage was gained by being early innovators/adopters with a

“Cornwall has always been a
hotbed of world class engineering
from tin, copper, clay mining to
railway and marine engineering.
Digital is the new engineering
revolution happening today in
Cornwall!”





